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HERE COME THE ELECTRIC VANS
DAT Electric Vans are set to roll off
production line in 2022.

Grand Beginning

CARIBBEAN DREAMING

We’ve opened our very first experience

We’re planning to become a power

center at Atlantic Station in beautiful mid-

producer in the Caribbean by 2023.

LOOKING FORWARD

town Atlanta, GA. We take you inside our
four day grand-opening.

The future is bright, the future is green,
and it doesn’t stop with cars.

A SPECIAL THANK YOU
Georgia State Senator Lester Jackson, a
friend to Derek Automotive.

Derek Bailey

A Special Thank You to
Katie Kerl for leading the
development of our DATLIFE
Lifestyle brand and the
related products. See Katie’s
bio in the Getting to Know
Your Team Section.

Alex Hicks

Del Wolverton

Pattie Wexler
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From the CEO
I’m Derek Bailey, your CEO, and my New Years
gift to our shareholders is the improvement and
expansion of the Derek Automotive brand.
In raising two daughters I have gotten pretty
good at gift giving!
Derek Automotive saw significant progress in
2021. We launched a successful presale and
affiliate marketing program, opened our first
experience center in Atlanta, GA, and recruited
exceptional new talent to our team. We have
publicly traded companies desiring to merge
with us to take us public more quickly. But in the
words of Paulo Coelho, “Moving slowly enables
us to learn faster.”
Why did I apply the brakes on going public? The
simple answer is we want to prepare properly for
our time in the sun. There is a difference between
merely going public, and going public in a way
that allows us to dominate the market.
I promised my supporters that with their trust and
support I would make this company soar, and
soar it will!
DAT Electric Vans (three words) was not a brand
on the level of a ‘Rivian’ or ‘Arrival’ or ‘Amazon’
- and so for the past months I’ve been secretly
working in the background to re-imagine what
our brands need to showcase the superiority
of our technology and teams with more brand
awareness. Nothing less than global market
disruption will do. The foundation of my thinking
is to make Derek Automotive a holding company
of two new superior brands that will replace our

current brands AVANI and DAT Electric
Vans.
My team has put in the work to create
the ‘iconic’ branding needed to propel
Derek Automotive into super growth. We
have established the brands Exeeder
and Electa. The Electa Group will house
all non-commercial electric verticals - i.e.
the SUV, coin, scooters, while the Exeeder
brand will house commercial verticals
- i.e. logistics, vans, energy, etc. Over
the next few weeks we will roll out the
advertising and taglines for each brand,
and the look and feel of our brands will
rival everything currently on the market.
Soon, customers, investors, and media will
compare multi-billion dollar brands like
Rivian and Arrival to EXEEDER; and Lucid,
Fisker, and Tesla to Electa.
Many laughed when I first said we’d
create a new car company, others called
us a fraud attempting the impossible but my family and friends had my back
from the jump, and then we were joined
by a few dedicated believers, and that
support continues to swell. I regularly think
of all the innovators and early adopters
who have been doubted, laughed at, and
cided for their audacity to disrupt the
current power structure. I say let them
have their doubt and fear. In 2022 our
team and supporters will be the one’s
laughing - all the way to the bank.
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A Grand Opening
The four day opening of our Atlanta Experience Center
was a smashing success!
The Derek Automotive Experience center had
its grand opening debut on October 13th. We
celebrated the occasion over drinks and hors
d’oeuvres with our Investors, affiliates, and
supporters.

Guests were delighted to meet

in person the entirety of Derek Automotive’s
West Coast team. The vision for our Experience
center, designed by the company’s VP of
Lifestyle & Client Clubs, Katie Kerl, totally
captured our brand’s sleek and sophisticated
appeal. There were some speeches of course,
as are customary at such events. But mostly
the guest got to know each other, learn more
about the brand and just have a really good
time. You know a grand opening is a success
when one has to extend the party for four days
to accommodate all who wanted to attend.

Guests lined up for the
photo booth. It was such
a nice addition to the
overall event, and so many
memories were captured.
6
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This opening
marks a
milestone
The opening of the Atlantic
Station showroom cannot
be underestimated in its
importance and impact on a
global scale. The showroom
presents marvelously - it’s
sleek and modern and allows
visitors to ‘experience’ the
brand, and see and touch its
products. We’ve already been
able to host international
guests to wonderful effect.
Locating the center in an
upscale setting like Atlantic
Station with its many
attractions only enhances
the brands appeal and
legitimacy.
Nabil Bader, Senior Advisor
to CEO
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Surprise #1
Updated Branding Structure

Parent | Holding Company
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All things consumer

electa Motors
electa Coin
electa e-Bike
electa Air Taxi

All things commercial & Industrial

EXEEDER LOGISTICS
EXEEDER RETRO
EXEEDER ENERGY
EXEEDER VANS
EXEEDER TRUCK & BUS

NEW YEAR’S NFT MAGAZINE
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Surprise #2

DAT Electric Vans, Inc. is now Exeeder, Inc.
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tm
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Our launch was shared on Facebook live, and we hope that all who could
not attend tuned in to share the joy.
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DAT LIFE STYLE MAKES
IT’S DEBUT
‘DATLife’
We

is

our

lifestyle

products

line.

associate our lifestyle brand with the

entrepreneurial lifestyle. Since each person’s
story is unique so are our products. Each
piece is handcrafted by artist from around the
country - and as always we’re committed to
buying American. LOOK OUT FOR THE PRODUCT
LAUNCH ON JANUARY 14, 2022.
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Meet Your Warriors
Meet the Innovators Who
are Working to Make
Derek Automotive the
Next Trillion Dollar
EV Company
Seven profiles
Each issue we will profile the movers and shakers
responsible for making our company a success.

Will Derek Automotive ultimately become a
successful company that’s capable of making
a real impact? This can be answered with a
short phrase: talent, strategy, and retention
equal success. We have created a culture
of respect, inclusion, hard work, and fun.
The people we attract to lead the company
to its next level of development thrive in the
culture we have created. Each month Derek
Magazine will profile the people responsible
for making our multi-billion dollar valuation
happen. This will be an American success
story, and we thank every individual working
tirelessly by our side.

NEW YEAR’S NFT MAGAZINE
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Steven Branch
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President of Affiliate
Division & Atlanta
Dealership Partner
Steven Branch began his professional career
as a Senior Analyst for Andersen Consulting.
After several years as a consultant Steve
decided to use the valuable skills he acquired
working in consulting to become more
entrepreneurial by expanding into the network
marketing space, where he quickly became
a superstar performer winning company
vehicles, travel awards, and numerous other
awards including several Top Ten Leadership
Awards.

I simply love
Steve Branch...
everyone does!
Steve’s skill
at network
marketing will
propel the growth
of our coming
digital coin and
NFT’s.
Derek

During his time in networking Steve was able
to build a network of several thousand people
while also acting as the teams technical
director where he built websites, planned
conventions and supported his team’s
success.
Steve eventually pivoted into real estate and
house flipping before being introduced to
Derek Automotive by his business partner
Mike Miles. The two partners immediately
invested to become dealership partners with
Derek Automotive, but after learning about
Steve’s network marketing experience Derek
grabbed him to become the head of Derek
Automotive’s affiliate marketing division.
Since Derek Automotive doesn’t have millions

of dollars to invest in advertising to build
awareness in the marketplace, Steve’s
network marketing skills can help the
company build the following it will need
to reach its goal of becoming a popular
car brand and to achieve it’s other goals
of becoming publicly traded. Listing on
an exchange is one thing, being actively
followed and traded in another, so having
Steve Branch as a dealership partner
and leading our affiliate team to grow us
a following of hundreds of thousands of
supporters puts some extra charge in the
company’s battery pack.
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Cheyenne Forbes
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Chey is young,
smart, ambitious
and ready for
growth. She’s
new to the VP
role - but I’m
confident she’ll
grow into the role
and keep us at the
cutting edge.

Vice-President of
Marketing

Derek

Cheyenne Forbes’ blend of marketing, branding, and
project management expertise made her a perfect fit
as the VP of Marketing for Derek Automotive.
Immediately following her graduation from college,
Forbes began pursuing her marketing career working
as a social media marketing strategist for Bouche
Bridal Events, an established award-winning touring
bridal expo in the Philadelphia, Delaware and New
Jersey area. As she continued within the company,
Cheyenne utilized her youth and fresh take on the
industry to her advantage to pioneer a marketing
overhaul organization-wide.

While spearheading

Bouche’s re-branding she facilitated the shift from
traditional print to digital advertising. Forbes’ success
in doing so increased overall attendance and
contributed to a series of awards during her time at
the company.
Cheyenne was eager to continue her success
beyond the wedding industry so she expanded and
launched Forbes Marketing LLC. in 2019. She used
her experience in digital and social marketing to
restructure sales plans and strategies of existing
businesses to increase profit margins and overall
brand awareness.

Forbes took on Derek Automotive as a client
in February of 2021 and proved herself a vital
component to carrying out the vision of the
company.

In November of 2021, Cheyenne

joined Derek Automotive full time. She is currently
working diligently to bring Derek Automotive and all
affiliated companies to market with a distinguished
brand presence that is consistent with their elite
technology within their respective sectors. As
head of the marketing department, she plans to
utilize her refined skills to over-deliver on revenue,
growth, expansion and brand recognition targets.
Forbes is responsible for bringing Derek Automotive
Cares to fruition by partnering with local charities
such as Toys for Tots and the Atlanta Community
Food Bank to give back to the communities that
welcome Derek Automotive with open arms.
Forbes attended Rowan University where she
received her Bachelors in Communications with
high honors.
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Nabil Bader
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Special Advisor to the
CEO for International
Expansion & Finance
Nabil Bader is recognized globally as an expert
in the art of growing start up companies. Nabil
has over 27 years of hands on experience
developing

successful

companies,

market

entry strategies, forming strategic alliances,
along with the related financial analysis, capital
raises, and most importantly Nabil has proven
to be a wizard of successful exits.
In the few months Nabil has been on the

Nabil is a
gentleman’s
gentleman.
He’s brilliant,
experienced, and
committed to our
success. We are
blessed to have
him on our team.
Derek

Derek Automotive team he has shown himself
to be a true motivator.

He harnesses the

energies of the team around him which in
turn provides stability, growth and step-by-

as we seek to enter the Gulf States region

step advancement towards the our objectives.

and other international markets, and the

Nabil has a history of negotiating, structuring

possibility of direct investment from the

and closing multi-million dollar transactions

region looms. Nabil works side by side

for clients and has also been the Founder of

with Derek, and the Derek Automotive

several successful enterprises himself.

He

team, as a Special Advisor to the CEO. His

has garnered respect from all of the corners

willingness to share his relationships and

of the globe, with a particular focus in Asia

other professional resources with Derek

and the Gulf states, where his relationships

Automotive provides a catalyst for the

extend into several of the royal families. Nabil’s

limitless growth of Derek Automotive.

connections and respect in the region provides
a tremendous advantage for Derek Automotive
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Nat is Smart,
competitive, and
all about
improving the
lives of those in
his community.
He is one of the
major reasons
that failure for
us is nearly
impossible - if I
needed 30 cars
sold in 3 days ,
Nat’s the man
I’m asking to join
me on the car lot.

New Jersey Dealership
Partner & VP of
Government Relations
The Honorable Nathaniel Anderson serves as
the Vice President of Government Affairs for
Derek Automotive Technologies, directing the
organization’s policies and objectives involving
local, state, and federal government affairs for New
Jersey. He is also responsible for conducting an
analysis of proposed legislative actions, determining
the potential impact on the organization, and
developing appropriate responses.
In the role of Vice President of Government Affairs,
Nathaniel leverages his more than 30 years of

Derek

professional and academic experience in sales,
business development and 12 years of municipal
government experience that includes serving as

President of The Anderson Consulting Group

Mayor of Willingboro Township in New Jersey.

concentrating primarily on sales, business

Nathaniel joined Derek Automotive Technologies

development, and political campaigns. He is

in January 2020, bringing a wealth of knowledge,

also the Chief Executive Officer/President of

having been deeply engaged in strategic goal

Empyre Investment Group.

setting, performance management, operational

Nathaniel was recognized by South Jersey

planning, and enforcing compliance. Nathaniel

Magazine in 2015 as a South Jersey Man of the

served as Chief Operations Officer for Nothing But

Year. In 2016, Nathaniel was recognized by

Green Living Enterprises. In that role, Nathaniel

the South Jersey Journal as one of the 25 Most

monitored company operations and employee

Influential African Americans in New Jersey.

productivity, building a highly inclusive culture

He earned a B.S. in Business Administration

while ensuring that team members thrived and

from

organizational outcomes were met.

Teaneck, New Jersey and an M.B.A in Business

Nat serves as the Chief Executive Officer/ on sales,

Administration at the University of Phoenix.

Fairleigh

Dickinson

University
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James and my
daughter Alex
have been ripping
into government
together for some
time, and so she
referred James to
me as the person to
protect our interest
on capital hill, and
to push legislation
that helps us.

Corporate Lobbyist &
Advisor on Government
Strategy
James Banks currently serves as Vice President of
Policy and Government Affairs at Derek Automotive
Technologies. In that role, he leads Derek Automotive
Technologies efforts to navigate state and federal
policy to raise the organization’s profile in the battery
and electric vehicle government contracting space.
James previously led government relations to reform
educational / financial access to the post 9/11 GI Bill
for African Americans and minorities fostered by
Majority Whip James Clyburn, Con. Seth Molton, and

Derek

Sen. Lamar Alexander.
In his eighteen year career, Mr. Banks has worked in
various roles in both the public and private sector.
As a young man he cut his teeth on K Street. K Street
refers to the area in downtown Washington, D.C.
where many lobbyists, lawyers, and advocacy groups
have their offices. During his tenure James has
worked with such clients as the Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. Memorial Foundation, Sen. Jeanne Shaheen, Sen.
Chris Dodd, Con. Greg Meaks, NAACP, MoveOn.org,
Emily’s List, and The Energy Action Coalition. In 2007,
Mr. Banks joined then Sen. Obama’s Presidential
Campaign, helping him catapult to the office of the
44th President of the United States, and the first

of Staff to the Mayor of Washington DC, where he was
the lead congressional strategist on the Marijuana
Amendment Act of 2014, Fair Shot Minimum Wage
Amendment Act of 2016, Universal Paid Family Leave
Amendment Act of 2016, and Fair Criminal Record
Screening Amendment Act of 2014.
James grew up in New England to a family full of
Naval Officers and a school teacher, who lived and
died with the motto of GO NAVY, BEAT ARMY!
Mr. Banks attended the University of Florida and
Duke Law.

Affican-American president.
After a brief stint at the Department of Commerce,
Mr. Banks went on to serve as the Deputy Chief of
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Katie Kerl
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Vice-President Lifestyle &
Client Club Development

Katie Kerl is a successful residential & commercial
interior designer. Her love for design started as a
child when she wanted decorate her doll house
with funky lights and furniture, and changed it out
each season. Later Katie attended Drexel University.
Majoring in behavioral Psychology with a minor
in addictions. Her goal was to have a greater
understanding of people in general. Not necessarily
the therapy. While in college she received Dean’s list
while she managed a furniture showroom. That is

Katie has a
complete grasp
on my personal
style and is able
to bring it to life
through design,
as she has shown
with the Atlanta
showroom. I can’t
wait to give her
our first customer
club to work that
magic on.
Derek

when she realized her more creative side was going
to make her happy. Listening to people uncovering
their likes and needs made interior design easy. Her
education is so versatile that Katie has been able to
some remarkably interesting things.
While working her last design job in Philadelphia
she uncovered her love for writing after meeting
Tony Ward of Tony Ward Studio. Tony is a famous
well respected, photographer, professor, and writer
himself. Tony used Katie as a cover model for his
on-line publication. On the day of the shoot Tony
listened to Katie’s different background stories and
asked her to write a piece to go along with the cover
photo for that month. Not only did Katie excel at
writing, she noticed a lot of her friends getting out of
the rat race, and starting small businesses.

after a few years of lifestyle writing. She came across
Derek Bailey on Instagram and immediately asked
to interview him after seeing all Derek Automotive
was up to. Derek liked the interview so much it was
entered into the 2020 Derek Automotive investor
and shareholder magazine.
During this time Katie also became proficient in
social media brand building from gaining a following
from her lifestyle pieces during the pandemic.
During that time, she taught herself the stock
market and crypto currency. Katie sees where the
world is headed and that is why Derek Bailey Hired
her as the VP of Lifestyle & Client Clubs.

This inspired Katie to write small business interviews

NEW YEAR’S NFT MAGAZINE
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Don Jacobs
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Special Advisor to
the CEO for
Influencer Relations
Don Jacobs serves Derek Automotive Technologies
as the company’s trusted Advisor on Influencer
Marketing.
Don, a former NBA basketball player and Harlem
Globetrotter began his entrepreneurship at the age
of thirty after hanging up his jersey and transitioning
to real estate. Don was quick to acquire his own
success but longed to create a sense of community
within the real estate realm. In an effort to spread

To accomplish
our goals we will
need celebrity
support and a
huge network of
supports. Don
brings us all that
and more.
Derek

the wealth, connect and educate other real estate
investors across the nation Don formed HouseJerk.
HouseJerk stands as one of the top real estate
investor marketing, business coaching and personal
development networking companies in the nation.
Don was able to harness his experience as a team
player to establish HouseJerk’s multifaceted mission:
to provide essential tools, information and business
opportunities as they relate to real estate investing
to its members or “affiliates,” creating a well-balanced
community of educated individuals building wealth
in real estate. The company’s success in creating
a country wide network of over one thousand real

Jacobs’ proven triumphs with individuals within
the entrepreneurial space made him an integral
asset to the Derek Automotive Affiliate Program.
Don implements a similar teaching structure and
his abilities as a mentor and master motivator
while on tour for Derek Automotive nationwide
to spread the word on Derek Automotive. Don
is determined to educate the public about the
expansive opportunities within the company and
continues to empower individuals to harness their
full leadership potential.

estate professionals and entrepreneurs can be
attributed to Don’s tireless work ethic.
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Special Advisor on
International Expansion
Nancy Ruffing is a successful entrepreneur,
philanthropist and visionary. With over 30 years
of experience in various competitive industries
such as telecommunications and finance,
Nancy established a program which was
adopted by the entire Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) and generated billions of dollars in
financial transactions. This program provided
the ability for the “unbanked” to have a way of
transacting within the banking system.

Nancy is Nabil’s
sister - they’re a
tag-team. Nabil
charms them and
Nancy handles
the kill, i.e., Nancy
gets the deal done
for us.
Derek

This

Herculean effort was born from the creative
mind of Ms. Ruffing and her close knit team.
Ruffing’s ability to provide an understanding
of the depth of any business program has
historically boosted productivity and efficiency
exponentially.

She possesses a great deal

of expertise in building global sales channel
operations to building management teams
who are capable of both the deployment

Nancy is well known for her leadership,
integrity, negotiating skills and strategic
planning and is very much looking forward
to assisting Derek Automotive Technology
as the company’s Advisor of International
Expansion in not only achieving, but
exceeding our goals worldwide.

and management of the core project in a
designated region. The result of her successes
in the Gulf States has caused her to be afforded
the opportunity and access to some of the
wealthiest families in the region, all potential
partners for Derek Automotive.
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Director of Engineering
Derek Automotive Group

Dr. Charles Cook’s resume reads like a make

believe novel for a small company hiring him
to lead its technical development.

His resume includes titles like; Instructor

of Electronics and Automotive Technology

(receiving a national award for instructor of

the year from Ford Motor Company), Director

Dr. Cook doubles
our technical
genus rooster,
and brings the
company the
type of pedigree
that makes us
world-class.
He is also now
one of my most
trusted business
advisors.
Derek

of Biomedical Engineering, Senior Automo-

tive Electrical Engineer, Associate Professor,

Professor of Electrical Engineering, Research
Investigator/Instructor Microelectronics

Laboratory, and Senior Engineering Manager.
He was President of his own Wireless Com-

munications Group, where he designed 800
MHZ, UHF, VHF, and Microwave Transmitters

and Receivers. Sold that and served as Principal Engineer for Bio-Medical Engineering,

and then moved to helping others build their

dreams by launching a consulting and training business to help small business start-

ups, by teaching motivational speaking and

presentation skills, long with technical train-

ing in the areas energy audits, quality assur-

ance, quality control, manufacturing process
controls, and training for F.C.C. Licenses such

as GROL, MROP, and GMDSS. Dr. Cook
has so many accomplishments and

an educational pedigree that includes
a Ph.D. in electrical and electronics

Engineering from California Institute of
Technology (CalTech) and a B.S. from
Illinois Institute of Technology Illinois
Institute of Technology in Electrical

and Electronics Engineering. Dr. Cook
is a standing member of a number

of international technical organiza-

tions and also a seasoned real estate

investor owning over 400 commercial
and residential real estate properties.
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Surprise #3
AVANI is now electa Motors.
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We Needed Stronger Brands To Achieve the Multi-Billion Dollar
Valuations We’re Seeking...

Now, We have them

Coming van fleet design...
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GROWTH

REQUIRES INNOVATION & CHANGE
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Of The Top 5
Family-Owned Car
Brands in the World
Hyundai
Country: South Korea
Owning Family: Chung
BMW
Country: Germany
Owning Family: Quandt
Ford
Country: United States
Owning Family: Ford
Toyota
Country: Japan
Owning Families: Toyoda
Volkswagen
Country: Germany
Owning Families: Porsche and Piëch

None Are African or African -American
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We thank each of you who are helping to add :

Derek Automotive
Country: USA

Owning Family: Bailey
To this list

NEW YEAR’S NFT MAGAZINE
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Last Surprise

We Have New Technology!!
Retro-fitting this old Caddy will be a fun way to;
showcase our combined technologies, introduce
EXEEDER Retro (our retro-fit division), and grow our
fan base, by Podcasting the rebuild.
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Yes!

We have a new charging technology

We Have the Technical
Advantage To Achieve
the Multi-Billion Dollar
Valuations We’re Seeking...
But we need your help
Our New Technology is Called
“Ampacity Regeneration.”
Our patented Proteus Technology limits
energy waste in our electric vehicles
during transmission by converting a
small amount of fuel into electricity to
recharge alternating battery packs.
In doing so our technology eliminates
the inconvenience experienced by
consumers when having to take time in
order to plug their EVs into the grid.
But this was just the first step.
54
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This retro-fit will introduce our
technology, plus our ability to
retro-fit heavy vehicles using
Proteus technologies

At Derek Automotive we never stop
working to perfect and advance our
technology, we never stop working
to make our system designs ever
more efficient. Therefore, unlike every
other EV maker in the industry Derek
Automotive’s next generation of
electric cars will be self charging.

Our groundbreaking technology
just got an upgrade!
The goal has always been to burn as
little fuel as possible to generate the
electricity needed for recharging EVs,
and we are thrilled to announce that
Derek Automotive has filed a patent
for a new technology that we’ve
named “Ampacity Regeneration.”
The reader might be familiar with
regenerative braking (google it), a
technology that pulls power from the
brakes to provide added recharging
capability to battery packs. Our
patent
pending
technology
represents a marked improvement
in pulling power from the generator
circuits we’ve invented for the wheels
of our vehicles.
This technology might allow us to
operate an average sized electric
vehicle without need for fuel or the
power lines. Imagine that!

will reduce even further the need
for the Proteus to use fuel for battery
recharging. Marrying these systems
together could help us achieve our
goal of an EV having the ability to
drive coast-to-coast using less than
10-gallons of fuel. If God blesses us we
might do it on 5-gallons, with the near
term goal using no fuel or charging
stations at all.
How fantastic will that be for our early
supporters and shareholders. We will
be demonstrating a proof-of-concept
on this new technology within the next
two months, and then integrating it into
the Caddy in time for summer fun at
car shows. Stay tuned.

If we can’t meet that ambitious goal
our Ampacity Regeneration system
NEW YEAR’S NFT MAGAZINE
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Introducing the

Electa Coin
A New Strategic Asset

The Electa Coin is a part of a board strategy
to make Derek Automotive’s family of brands
ranked among the most consumer friendly, and
prestigious brands in the world.
The Electa Coin is Derek Automotive’s on-ramp for
the use of the blockchain, and digital currencies, of
the future. The Electa Coin will be accepted for the
purchase of any Derek Automotive product, as well
as products from Derek Automotive subsidiaries,
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and associated companies. Coins will
be minted on the Stella Blockchain, and
like Stella’s native token, the Lumin, our
coin will also be translatable into any
global currency.
Our Coin will be released concurrently
with our branded crypto wallet to hold
our currency, as well as any other digital
asset. As with the DAT Van pre-order
program, the use of our electa coin will

earn consumers discounts and other
benefits on purchases.
Our ability to build an economy around
our coin means we have the potential
to create an asset that can appreciate
in value over time, allowing for billions
in asset value, while simultaneously
facilitating the sale of our products
around the globe.
This technology will allow a car
company like ours to close deals in
an hour, or even minutes, rather than
having customers sitting in dealerships
for half a day to purchase a vehicle. It’s
our goal to meet the future head-on,
and create purchasing ease anywhere
in the world.
Additionally, Crypto provides a new
avenue for enhancing a host of more
traditional treasury activities, such as:
Enabling simple, real-time, and secure
money transfers
Helping strengthen control over the
capital of the enterprise
Managing the risks and opportunities of
engaging in digital investments
It can serve as an effective balancing
asset to cash, which could depreciate
over time due to inflation

The projected launch for the
Electa Coin is March 2022
Our new brand ambassador program
will include the opportunity for our
ambassadors to promote the coin, and

In the words of H. Jackson Brown, “Nothing is
more expensive than a missed opportunity.”
Derek Automotive will never miss an
opportunity to expand our empire, enrich our
investors, and be on the ground floor of any
technology that will make us market leaders.

earn substantial commissions.
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Roll-up Strategy

Exeeder Logistics

A Solid Path to Growth, Revenue, and Higher Valuations

Formerly DAT Electric Vans, Inc.
What is Our Goal?
To achieve the highest valuation of our coming
public offering, combining substantial revenues
with our cutting edge technology is the surer
path. We jump into the logistics business as an
elite provider with near-terms plans to ‘green
our fleet’ before the other logistics firms. On the
revenue goal, we believe Exeeder can become
a national logistics brand in a year and an
international logistics brand in two years. Our
immediate goal is to build a fleet of 100 trucks,
operating super regionally at first, and then
nationally. Our roll-up strategy will help us
achieve this goal. Management believes we can
build a company with $10 million in revenues in
one year. Combining operating revenue with our
coming green fleet - and we will be greening our
own fleet first, and meeting the green initiatives of
major clients first, sending a clear message about
our technology, company and future potentials.

What is a Roll Up Strategy?
A roll up strategy is the process of
acquiring and merging multiple smaller
companies in the same industry and
consolidating them into a much large
company. Combining small firms into a
larger company allows the latter to pull
their resources together, cut down on
operational costs, increase revenues,
qualify for greater funding and access
to the capital markets. Consequently,
investors and shareholders enjoy the
benefits of a large pool of investments.
In short, our roll-ups will create value by
increasing liquidity.
Benefits of Our Roll Up Strategy
We can become the largest blackowned logistics firm in a short period of
time and take the company public with
a better valuation, creating exceptional
wealth for all the roll-up partners and
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2. Cross-Selling & Promotion
Each roll-up partner has existing accounts,
contacts at companies and knowledge of
shipping contracts and accounts that one
might not be in the position to access
or service as a smaller, under-financed,
operator. Bringing that business to Exeeder
drives revenues and share value for all.
Exeeder will provide greater access to
financing of vehicles and other services that
will smooth the path to growth for each rollup partner.
company shareholders. The benefits of our
roll-up strategy includes:
1. Economies of scale
We grow quickly and reduce costs - across
the board (better insurance rates, cheaper
financing - everything!). Plus, everyone
benefits from the Exeeder brands
Association with Derek Automotive
technology and the coming electrification
of the class-8 fleet, and the introduction
of electric logistics vans using Derek
Automotive’s Proteus technology Which our fleet partners will have first
access to. In addition, Exeeder is acquiring

3. Multiple Arbitrage
Multiple arbitrage is the process of increasing
Exeeder’s value even before conducting any
operational improvements. Smaller
operating partners joining Exeeder brings
about the aggregation of resources and
revenues, which adds more value to the
entire company.
Our consolidated company will quickly
expand its geographic reach to include
markets served by the all the partners. All this
translates into greater shareholder value,
and potentially huge company valuations.

warehouse space that will give us the ability
to effectively offer a broader list of services
that will add to revenue growth.
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More Moves

IN 2022

Other accomplishments we expect to achieve
during the course of the 2022 calendar year

EXEEDER Retro, Inc.

EXEEDER Energy, Inc.

EXEEDER Retro will be introduced with two

We’re forming EXEEDER Energy and expect

retro-fit projects; 1) the Caddy and 2) a tow
truck conversion. Both from petrol engine
to electric. The projects will help us train
two to three conversion teams, which can
include participants from our Prison-toProsperity project, and develop prototypes for
demonstration purposes.
Management expects to book up to $10M in
conversion contracts in the company’s first year
of operation.

to enter into 3 to 5 prototype development
projects with various regional governments,
hemp and cannabis grow organizations, and
Caribbean islands.
Possibilities for the development of EXEEDER
Energy include; selling generators and
becoming a community power supplier via
power agreements with local governments
in areas with high energy cost. We expect
our technology to also impact remote power
needs for pumping stations, 5-G cell towers,
and other off-grid needs.
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Sales Begin in January 2022

Electa Motors and EXEEDER Vans will begin

units each and each will be offered as an NFT

taking orders in mid-January for delivery in

package that includes digital ownership as

July-August - the new branding means new

well as real-world delivery of the vehicle. Our

molds for branding points and therefore a

goal is offer a trade-in or retro-fit deal with the

slight change to our earlier delivery goals.

purchase so that these early versions of our

The first version of the SUV and van will be

vehicles can be converted to Proteus-electric

a typical all-electric configuration (what

versions. Notwithstanding the foregoing, many

we call a pure-e) with orders for Proteus

buyers are looking at these early version,

versions of the vehicles expected to begin

limited edition, vehicles as collectors items and

in June-July for early 2023 delivery. The

plan to hold them for their future value based

pure-e versions will be limited to about 1000

on the historic nature of Derek Automotive.
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Caribbean

AMBITIONS

Where the water is cool and blue, but the local
power costs are red-hot expensive,
a handful of our shareholders want to launch
If there are energy needs, Proteus technology has a solution!
Quick Facts about power costs in the US Virgin Islands: The USVI has no fossil energy
reserves, but rely on a sparse helping of renewable resources, particularly solar
energy. The USVI imports petroleum products to meet most of its energy needs,
including the fuels required to operate vehicles and boats, generate electricity, and
to run the ocean water desalination plants that produce the public water supply. The
average price of electricity paid in the U.S. Virgin Island by residents is about 41 cents
per kilowatt-hour in mid-2020, which is approximately three times higher than the
average power price in the 50 U.S. states. Anyone else smelling an opportunity?
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Tony Pitts

Bernard
Parker

Tony and Bernard are
stepping up to help launch
Exeeder Energy Group
in the Caribbean
Our newest converts, Tony and Bernard (add
in last names) zeroed in on the opportunity
within hours of arriving on the Island of St.
Thomas, when a local resident complained
that even with her disciplined use of only a
few lights and a toaster, her power cost still
exceeded five hundred dollars per month.
Before the end of the day Tony and Bernard
cornered Derek expressing their willingness
to help bring the company to the Caribbean
- and not just St. Thomas - but all the islands
that are facing the same energy issues.
The government of St. Thomas is developing
an innovative program whereby the local
power company will finance technology
purchases capable of removing a residence
from the electric-grid. This is in conjunction
with the Island’s push to move from fuel oil
as a power supply to propane, which is a
lower carbon fuel. Exeeder Energy will build
a propane powered generator that can
power a home off the grid, and offer local
consumers considerable savings on their
monthly power bills.
When you see Tony and Bernard at a Derek
Automotive party, thank them for leading the
charge! And ask them how you can join in.
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HERE’S TO A
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FANTASTIC NEW YEAR!
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In the Spotlight
GEORGIA STATE SENATOR LESTER JACKSON

Derek Automotive has had a friend in
the Georgia State Senate since we set
foot in the state. That friend is State
Senator Lester Jackson.
State Senator Jackson’s very first words
to Derek Bailey, our CEO, was “I think
you company will be able to do great
things for the people of Georgia - let
me know what I can do to help you
succeed here.” Those are words every
CEO new to a state wants to here, and
true to his commitment State Senator Jackson has been there to push us
forward in ways that include an introduction to the Savannah Port Authority,
The Savannah Economic Development
Authority, and countless other business
and political leaders from around the
state.
After serving in the Georgia House of
Representatives for 10 years, Senator
Jackson was elected to the State
Senate, where he currently serves as

Chairman of the Senate Urban Affairs
Committee. Senator Jackson was voted
by his legislative peers as the Georgia
Legislative Black Caucus Legislator of the
Year and currently serves as the chairman of the Georgia Legislative Black
Caucus, the largest in the nation. Senator Jackson is a man of action, a man of
his word, a supporter to growth oriented
businesses in his state, and a friend to
Derek Automotive. We are grateful for
your support Senator.

Thank you for your support
We thank each of our readers and supporters for your
continued supported of our efforts to skip the realm
of ordinary ideas and to go for the extraordinary. The
difference between where we are and where we want
to be is what we do; 2022 will be filled with move bold
actions and striving together to make the world better
and our families wealthier.

